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MODEL RUBRIC
FOR PAPER/PROJECT SOURCES
Every time anyone else's ideas, words, graphics, music, or other material is used, one must give credit to the original source (cite the material).

Category
1

2

Proficient
(4)

Acceptable
(3)

Developing
(2)

Needs work
(1)

Not acceptable
(0)

Bibliography
pt.1

Includes all sources referred
to in text

More than half of
sources are referred
to in text

Fewer than half are
referred to in text

Bibliography
pt.2

Citations formatted correctly
and consistently in a
particular style

More than half are
correctly formatted

Fewer than half are
correctly formatted

In-text
references

Each points to a source listed
in bibliography; Correctly
formatted

More than half point
to a source listed in
bibliography and are
correctly formatted

Fewer than half point to
a source listed in
bibliography and are
correctly formatted

No clear style used;
cannot find sources with
info presented
References are
incorrectly formatted and
are not included in
bibliography

More than half
contribute clearly

Fewer than half are
relevant

Unclear how any of the
sources are relevant

No sources used

More than half are
trustworthy and cite
sources themselves

Fewer than half are
trustworthy and do not
provide a bibliography

Sources are
untrustworthy and do not
provide a bibliography

No sources used

Sources used
appropriately with
clear, though
conventional thought

Sources used
appropriately but no
clear thinking apparent

Too few sources used to
support paper or too
many sources used—
cannot see student's own
thinking

No sources used

Two points of view
represented by
sources

Only one point of view
represented

Point of view shows
unacceptable bias

No sources used

3

4
Sources pt.1
5
Sources pt.2

6
Number of
Sources

7
Point of view

Each source contributes
clearly to the point being
made
Each source is trustworthy
and provides evidence (a
bibliography), considering
the purpose of the paper, the
point of view and the level of
the student writer
There are enough sources to
support the purpose of the
paper yet not overwhelm it
Sources used appropriately to
demonstrate the foundations
of creative thinking
Sources represent multiple
perspectives

Sources not referred to in
text

No bibliography

No bibliography

No in-text references

